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SUMMARY OF EARNINGS

. OF MItGRATORY FARM WORKERS

IN WAYNE COUNTY, NEW fORK: 1968

The hourly wages of migrants in Wayne County are higher
than state or federal legal requirements: However, for many
migrant workers theirre gularity of migrant employment makes
it less profitable over tte hattvest than a steady job at the lower
legal rates. Moreover, a person who could be employed at a
steady job as a nonagricultural laliore'r in Flerida (the home
state of many Wayne migrants) woulebe better off doing so
than coaling to Wayne as a migrant
because his. potential hourly wages,
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PREFACE

.°A man's income is -probably' the most significant determi-
nant of his ability to meet the present and future needs of his.
family.. This study .will provide some information on the in-
con* migrants earned in Wayne ("Minty, New York in 1968. It
will also proVide a 'discussion of some of the easily committed

errors in the measurement and interpretation of the earnings of
these workers. ^ Since the studydoes nut pretend to be difini-
Live. it will conclude with suggestions for further research.

A number of individuals and organizations contributed to
this effort. The New York State Center for Migranl Studies at
the State I'uiversity College. Gene4eo, New York, provided the

.financial support. Barbara- Bourne served as administrative as-
sistant. Barry Levenson-- Michelle Citron., Karen Holmgren.
Mary Ellen -Krober, armed Jackalyne Pfannenstiel served as sta-
tistical assistants. Dr. Frank Puffer wrote the computer pro-
grams, and the data .proeessed at the Worcester Polytech-
uical Institute in W
al the manuscrip
gestions. Dr.
Economics at ger
this research by pr
tin, Chairman of th
versity College, Ge

cester, Massachusetts. Susan. Stearns typ-
Dr. Roy S. Bryce offered many useful raw-

er C. Van Tassel ,and the Department of
University accommodated the conducting of
vidingttime and facilities. Dr. David Ma
D artment of Economics at the State Uni-

o, introoduced'me to thiloarea of research
and provided helpful suggestions and criticisms. My wife, Be-°
verly, served in every feasible capa'eity. To all, these and the
countless other persons and organizations which contributed to
this study, I owe my deepest gratitude.- They share no respon-
sibility for its outcome.

If

Herrington J. Bryce
Worcester, Massachusetts

March 13, 1969
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION,

This study began in June. 1968. with the finangial assis-
tance of the New York State Center for Migrant Studies at the
State University College at Geneseo The original objective was
to present a fairly definitive analysis of the economie well-being
of migrants based upon interviews of 100 growers and 1000 mi-
grants in Wayne. Orleans, Ontario and Monroe Counties, New
York. The date for its completion, w.tis setat February 1, 1969.
Within a couple of weeks. tte rOrnittexity of the task and the
difficUlty of obtaining qualified personnel to do the interview-
ing became clear. This led to the more sober ambition of
stud}-ing the earnings of as many'migrants as possible within
WaYne county only.

This report is the resulr.of nine months of research. Three
of these months were spent by this author making daily visits
(for about nine hours each) to farms in Wayne. In many ways,
this was a very short time for a sttidy of this nature; yet, the
deadline was important in view of the current interest in the
topic. The study is not definitive. It is intended to provide
some needed insight into the earnings of migratory farm work-
ers in Wayne County, New York in 1968; to point out some
the major pitfalls in the measurement and interpretation df .
these workers; and finally, to suggest areas for further re-
search.

The migrants in this study are blacks who live in Florida
and who come. to New York State during the summer to pick
fruit. They comprise the great bulk-.of the migratory farm la-

'bor forceiin Wayne County. Puerto Ricans and a few whites
account for the remainder. . c-

Contrary to popular belief, these migrants do not "follow
the crops." They are people who pick fruit and vegetables in
-Florida. When they are through there, they come straight to
Wayne: They generally arrive in full force by the first half of
July and leave by the first of November. They do not stop to
work on their way to or from Wayne.

Wayns,County is located along t e southern shores of Lake
Ontario. It:has a population of nearl seventy 'thousand, about
sixty per cent of whom are in agricul ure. 'Its major crops are
cherries and apples. Among the other crops which migrants
harvest are pears, prunes and tomatoes. It is officially estimat-
ed that othe peak population during the harvest is about 2,100
migrants.(1) Consequently. Wayne is second. among New

1. This figure which includes blacks, Puerto Rictrns and a few
whites is .estimated by the New York State Division of Em-
ployment in Farm Labor Anvil's! Report, 1967 and 1968.

1
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York State countiek in terms of migrant population. It hosts
fourteen'per cent of all migrants in the(atate. Suffolk County
has just a few more migrants than Wayne.

Migrants in Wayne County work under one of three basic
arrangements. The migrants with which this research is con-
cerned live an a single farm, work primarily for a single grow-
er and are paid by 'checks written by him. Tbe. crew leaden on
these farms serves as a recruiter, general foieman,and as a dis-
burser of paychecks, Other migrants work under a contractual
arrangement with a contractor who sells migrant services to
farmers, gets paid in a lump stun Itnd then pap; the migrants
in cash or by cheek. The other type of migrant, the Puerto
Ricans, comes under contractual arrangements made and super-
vised by the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. FOIL simplicity and
to avoid confusion, the last two classes of migrants are'exclud-
ed from this study.

Another omission of the study relates to imputed and real
income. That is to say, this study does nob estimate, the eitra
benefits which a migrant obtains from the housing growers pro-,
vide or the deduction from earnings which result from the
transportation expenditures of migrant& It was intended that. 4these estimates be made, but it was discovere&that a fair analy-
sis of imputed income requires a wholly separate investigation.
Serious questions concerning the justification, method, and sig-
nificance of such ,estimates must be answered. Therefore, this
study refers solely to cash or money payment from growers to
migrant&

These omissions do not, in the estimation of this author,
constitute major' limitations of the study.. As a matter of fact,
these omissions avoid some of the pitfalls. of migrant studies
that of confusing distinctly "different types of employment ar-
rangements and that of making tenuous assnmptions (or inad-
vertent omissions) about hidden benefits or costs.

The major limitation of the study gomes from the fact That
it relies heavily on data from certain large growers who might,
indeed, be in a position to pay highest. rt is not based on a
true cross-section of farms. This resulted from the lack of per-
sonnel and time which were needed to gain the cooperation of
individual growers and migrants and to collect the necessary
data. .:.

Yet, the study might have something worthwhile to ow.
For each of the seventeen-week period ot the harvest, it '11:
(1) show the weekly and converted hourly earnings o mi-
grants; (2) compare these hourly earnings with the federal
agricultural minimum wage, and the proposed state agricultural
minimum wage; (3) estimate the amount of money earnings a
migrant who could be employed as a laborer in Florida sacrifi-
ces by leaving Florida to come to, Wayne County; (4) compare
a migrant's earnings over the harvest with those of workers
who have steady or regular employment ; and (5) estimate the



amount migrants lose because of the irregularity of their em-
ployment.

- The nest chapter of this study will focus on soma-of the
Major pitfalls in the measurement and interpretation of mi-
grant ,earnings and will describe the attempts made to avoid
them, It Nril I be followed by the analysis of migrant earnings.
The concluding chapter offers five suggestions for further re-
search on migrant earnings.

Summary and Conclusion

Some of the common pitfalls encountered in a study of the
earnings of 'migratory farm labor have been pointed out. This
studi> has tried to avoid these pitfalls; yet, some limitations re-
main,=.,Among these are that the study is based on a small, non-:
randOmighosen sample of migrants working on a few large
farms; thatVocuses only on money income; and that it is reli-
ant on the records of growers. Bearing these limitations in
mind, the final*, can be summarized and the implications of
the study can be Silitaldt below.

The analysis of t e\ weekly earnings and hourly wages of
migrants reveal the foltd*ng:

1. Migrant earnings,i;s4ry widely from week to week dur-
ing the harvest. -Prom a low $40 in the first week, it
reaches a high of $14,:in the final week.

2 Hourly rates, like weekly earnings, vary widely from
week to week. At its loweat it is 80c, and at its highest
it is $2.45.

3. ever the entire harvest, raigrants may net 47c more per
hour than the federal minimum .for agriculture; and 22e.
more than the proposed state ininnnum for agriculture.

suming that an individual migrant could be employ-
ed in Ikis home state of Florida at,the prevailing rate
for laborers, he sacrifices an average,of 45c an hour for
every tour he works over the seventeen-week harvest in
Wayne.

The analysis of the total earnings of migrants at the end of
the harvest shows the following:

1. The average migrant earns $1122.
. 2. A worker who has a steady job at the lower federal

minimum for agriculture or at the proposekattite mini-
mum for agriculture, might nevertheless earn:1)1'6re 'than
a large number of migrants over the period of the har-
vest. This is due to the irregularity of migranperOploy-
ment.

3. A migrant who could get a steady job as a latioret,,,in
his home state of Florida is likely to sacrifice- at lenst
$410 by coming to Wayne. This is due both to the irre-

,
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t,"
gularity of employment and the lower wages in Wayne.,

r
4 The cost of the irregularity of employment to the ayey-

age migrant during- the. season is likely to be nearly
WO.

The .h6prly aggs of migrants in Wayne Coanty'are higher
than sfe or federal legal:requirem'ents.. 'However. fOr many
migrant workers the irregularity of migrant employinent makes
it less profitable over the harvest than a steady job at the lower
legal rates. MoreoVer, a person who could. he employed .at a
steady job as a nonagricultural ;laborer in. Florida (the .home
state of many Wayrie migrants') would be, better off doing so
than coming to Wayne as a migrant. This latter point is true
because his potential- hourly -.wagesoregularity of employment
and, eonaequently, total earnings are likely to be less in Wayne.
These findings might provide one reason why growers have been
experiencing increasing difficulties in attracting the migrants
they wish, although they might pay.higher rates than are legal-

. ly Yequired.

0
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CHAPTER II

THE MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION'

OF`TI-IE EARNINGS OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS"/,,

section describes some of the common pitfalls in the
meastirement and interpretation of the earnings of migrant
workees. and the attempts made to tauoid than in the present
study..,:Beeause of the nature of these pitfalls, nd delusions are
held that-all hive been entirely skirted.

The irregularity of Employment: Weekly Fluctuations in
.Employment and Earnings

A common error which is committed in the interpretation
and measurement of-migrant earnings is the assumptiortthat
curate judgrnentean he, made based on the amount earned. in a
single or even a few weeks of the harvest. Weekly fluctuations
in tile earnings of migrant workers make it rallacions to assume
that one or a:few week!, are typical of the harvest One reason
for the vaIintion in earnings is the seasonal aspect of the har-
vest.(1) In Wayne County, New York, for example, the major
crops are cherries and apples. Figure 1.showp that sweet cher-
ries are picked in early Jbly and employment might be good for

FIGUKE
APVIIOXIMATE VARIA11011 IN IIIPLOYItiNT AND

EARNINGS ON FRUIT FARMS IN WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK:

EMPLOYMENT ANO EARNINGi .

,,,,,

,Arty 15 , Arpo.15 Serromober 15 October 15 Nenreber 15 Or:caber 15

* eareelero istanrEars el tasty growers. et,
(1) See footnote (1) on next page.

--... ,
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about ten days. .Employment may drop slightly for a few da),
and then iznprove around the fifteenth of July and reach a peak .'
by early August. Between middle August and middle Septem-
ber, employment drops signifieantly; it rises and remains good
until the first day or so in NoYember. .4s the picking of cher-
riss is highly meths* ; -ed, t..e period of 'greatest continuity of .,

good ,.mployment is the app!- harvei' -especially the month a
October. During the slack employment perioas, some migrants
on small farms might do hourly work. 'Those in larger and
more organized crews may travel to other counties to work. In

'any case, the demand for migrant labor during certain periodsI... ..,

of the harvest is low, and earnings fall. .
Coupled with the seasonality ,of harvesting, the rite.taid

for the harvesting of various cropf differs. The piece-rate for
sweet cherries, for sour cherries; forapples harvested early in
the season and for apples harvested late May. all 'be different.

6 Moreover,'there may be' one rate for picking g-a fruit to be sold
fresh and one for picking the same fruit td Ve processed. Fur-
ther, the grate for picking.a fruit from a tree may be different .
from the rate for retrieving the same' fruit from the ground.
Since these activities are not performed in the same proportion
each week, fluctuations in.-eamines might dee*.

Another factor which causes fluctuations in the earnings of
migiant workers is the readiness of the crop for harvest. Dur-
ing the first few days' of the harvesting of any crop, picking is
selective so as to avoid the trees and fruit which are-not ready.
This selection process reduces productivity and earnings.

If The work habits of some migrants may also cause 41uctua-
tilins in earnings. Many migrants have very little ,commitment
(or

Consequently, a migrant may decide to work
son 'for, comMitment) to a, set work schedule .or to aschedule

three da 8 in one week and sit in, another or he might'
3ett.

wok
two hours one, day. and ten the next. .Likewise, he may change
his employer or choose not to work because of unsatisfietory
conditions of employment, housing, or wages.° Fluctuations may
also be the result of weather condition's.. Excessive mist, heat,
or rain will reduce produptivity, the `total number of hours
worked; and earnings.

All these factors make it fallacious to consider one or a few
weeks as typical of migrant earnings.. This study will cover a
span of seventeen weeks, beginning July 1 and ending Novem-
ber 1. This period covers the entire 'harvest for the main crops

1. For statistical examples of seasonal variations in harvesting
of crops, see- Gladys K. Bowles, lliegirediunWorking
Force U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Econo-
mic Report 98); Crops ,
(U. S. Department of Labor) ; and Aura Rapton, Seasonal
Work Patterns of the Flired:Farm Working Force of 1964

.(11, S. Department of Agriculture, 1965).



of cherries and apples in Wayne County. In consklering the to-
,- tal earnings,of a migrant at the end of the harveSt,''some string-

ent conditions will be set up: These will be clis'eussed in the
Section dealing with total earnings.

Joint Reporting
'A man, his wife, and his children will frequently work as a

'finit. This means that although payroll records, bear only the
`name of the head of the household, they realiv reflect the labor
and earnings of the total familynot jilt a single individual.
Chart I shows that 30 per cent of the migrant heads of house-

CHART I

JOINT REPORTING In INGIWT HOUSEHOLDS IN
AYNE COUNTY. NEW YORK: INS

It Ica iar fpvzaa
swanks ea r=itzSt-A:

23%

7%

t1111 VII

hold who were interviewed indieated that their checks .reflected
the;fahor of more than one person. Thus, a ugajor pitfall in
4 4, .44

measuring and interpreting migrant earnings is ttributing the
earnings of a multiple-person productive unit to a sifOgle

This leads to an overstirnation of the earnings of indivi-
7
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duals. For example,. the earnings in Figure 2 are impressive,
but they belofig to a amily 11 reporting on the same cheek.
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On the other hand, when each member of the household is
paid separately, it is frequently impossible to identify its Mem-
hers to determine the incotte of the household because all its
working membets might not use the same surname. This, might
lead to an underestimation of The earnings of a household. Fig-
ure 3 gives an example of the dcserepancy.

The present study tries to avoid this pitfall by eliminating
those, persons who were involved in joint reporting 'from the
sample.

Multiple Employers

The *use.of earnings data obtained from a single grower is
likely to lead to an underestimation of the earnings of a mi-
grant. A migrant might work for several growers &wing a
harvest, and there is frequently no centralised bookkeeping of
his earnings. A4ay from home, a "migrant usually lives on a
grower's property. This grower is his main employer. now-
ever, once harvesting for this grower is completed, the migrant
might go to another farm in the area to work while maintaining
his residence and 'obligations to his 'main employer. His main
employer frequently will not have a record of how much, the
migrant earned while working for others. Consequently, the
use of the payroll record of a single grower may *result in the
underestimating of migrant earnings.

To avoid this pitfall, growers from whom payroll data were
obtained were asked if they loan. or borrow migrant. services.
In addition, migrants and crew leaders were asked to indicate
whtelf growers they worked for during, the harvest In the one
ease where there was clear evidence that migrants worked for
more'than one grower, the amount earned per migrantidid not
significantly affect earnings. It is therefore fair to assume that
the problem of multiple emplOyera 'has -been 'avoided in this

L

study.
43

eAtac arit Net Purina
The earnings of migrant wrokers can frequently be misin-

terpreted unless it is specified that the figures are groat, or net
of certain adjustments. The deduction of social security, rental
fees, or repayment of debt could substantially reduce the ap-
parent earnings of a migrant. Thus it is necessary to distin-
guish between the gross earnings of a migrant worker a.nd hip
net earnings after adjustments if a serious error in measure-

9



meat is to be avoided. Figure 4 which is bated on the tie,,

F1GunE 4

Ap EXA5711 OF THE DIFFERENCE OETVTEEN GROSS
AND NET QEEKLY EstnE21116$ OF A frOGRAKP

EARtarraS

WEEK

1 2 3 4 5 I 7 8 0 10 1 12

0i=1 ea sepal crivel data far a OgietW7=1 sr VIzym Ccauty, Kra York. (WE. Attest 02 parent if the
aims= Ea:x=1 earn E,:_ tut cep ia Edit = it e7.3 20 the rupzirweat cf t fur /w=ry; the r-cr.der.
*Cue ta rani ten rwa7c=st if ere=purWaes (r,47.1=-tety 5.4 per e:2a) end rzzkl cthesity (4.4 pet cant,

earnings of a singre migrant illustrates varying margii of eft
error which can be committed when gross'`and net earnings are
conftuled.

In this study, only gross earnings are used. Thus, not even
'the 4.40per cent social security has'been deducted. The interest:.
ed reader who wants to calculate "spendable income" (gross
earnings minus social security) may do so from the data provid-
ed in this study by multiplying by 0.956; the result is "spend-
able income." .

omit,' in Method of Payment
There istno uniform way 'of paying migrants. Payment is

usually on a piece-rate basis for picking; and on an hourly basis
for other chores. Moreover, as stated earlier. t oing piece-
rate varies from crop to crop. It may also var.- from farm to
farm and among orchards on the same farm, depending upon
the aifficulty of reaching the fruit.

there are also subtle differences in the unit in which the
efforts of migrants are measured; for example, in the case of
cherries, migrants are paid by the pail while for apples they
are paid by the basket, box, bin or,crate. Pails. baskets, boxes,
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-bins or crates differ in size. Sometimes these differences are
sizeable. One grower migtt use an eigbt-quart pail and another
a twelve-quart pail One Alight use a one-bushel basket-aa an-
other an eighteen or twenty- bushel bin. Even when two con-
tainers of the same size are_used, there might be differences in
when one is considered full.

The comparability of earnings might alio be affected by. the
way migrants are paid. Some are .,paid by cash, other's by
check. Sometimes a grower pars. a lump sum to a crew leader
or contractor wholia turn disburses the funds to individual mi-
grants. The degree of accuracy in the transactions and in the
type of records kept under these three systems are likely to
vary.

To the extent that no attempt is made to-Coinpare rates of
pay among groivers or among crops, the present study is not el-
fected by the units in which iiay is measured. This influence oc-
curs when piece-rate pay is converted to hourly terms. This is
done by assuming, that during, the, key weeks of the harvest
(those times when piece-rate ap)ig) migrants work 50 hours a
week. This is based on interviews of over a hundred migrants
about 90 per cent of whom cfsimed to work about 9 to .10 hours
a day during the week and'4 to 5 hours on Saturday. This is
rougjly 55 hours a ,week. As a comprise, 50, hours was decided
upon since, growers, crew leaders, and' some migrants, said that
the absente\e rale on Saturday was high.2) It should be noted
that the migratit.in this stud are all paid by the grower and
by check even though a-crew leader might deliver the checks.

The Bonus System
To induce migrants to remain until the end of a harvest,

grow' ers use a "bonus system:" Sometimes this system is based
on -withholding a part of the worker's earnings until the end oc.
the season. Other times the bonus will be in excess of the go-
ing piece-rate. The going rate might be $4.00 a bin, but at the
end of-the season another twenty-five cents may be paid for
each bin picked. In measuring and interpreting' the weekly
earnings of 'migrants, the amount as well as the type of the
bonui system must be taken into account if earnings are to be
accurately measured.

Tó the extent possible, an attempt, was made to ascertain
the kind of bonus system used hi each farm; and weekly figures
have been adjusted accordingly. Otherwise, the bonus is re-
fleeted in the earnings of the last weeks' of the harvest when
they were paid.

CompszabiEty Over
Perhaps one of the most dangerous pitfalls in interpreting

the earnings of migrant workers is the temptation to generalize

2. There is no time-keeping on farms, and therefore no record
of the actual number of hours worked by migrants.
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from one year to' another. Table 1 offers an example of how
much wages might vary for the nation as well as for an indivi-
dual state from month to month and year to year. Different
crop conditions from one year to the next will frequently affect

ae

TABLE 1

AVERAGE FARM WAGE RATES : NEW YORK STATE
AND UNITED STATES, QUARTERLY: 1964-66

Average Wage Rates Per
Area and Month 1966 1965

Dollar Dollar
United States

our E
1964

Dollar

January 1.24 , 1.19 1.14
April 1.28 1.18, 1.14
'July 1.26 1.17 1.13
October 1.18 1.69. 1.01

Annual iiverage 1.23 1.14 1.08

New York
January 4 1.28 1.22 1.21
April 1.30 1.24 1.22
July 1.32 1.25 1.22
October 1.34 1.26 1.24

Annual average 1.32 1.25 1.23

IL Without board or room.

Source: William Metzler, Ralph Loomis, and Nelson
Le Ray. The Farm Labor Situation in Select-
efikr Agridultural Economic Re-

\ port No. 110, U. S. Department of Agrieul-
, ture.

the earnings of migrants. 1,12n the other hand, a bad crop or in-
creased mechanization of arms might reduce 'employment and
earnings. The seasonal variation in harvesting mentioned earli-
er, could cause earnings to vary monthly or even weekly.

A major mistake can be avoided if the reader remembers
that no attempt is being made to measure earnings before or
after 1968. The study pertains to 1968 only. However, the
methodology, the questions raised, and the Suggestions' made,
may serve as useful guides for future study. The broad impli-
cations of the study (rather than its specific details) should
serve as guides for, public policy.

12



Comparability Oyes Geographic Regions.

Migrant earnings are not the same across the nation. Farm
wages are highest in the West Coast and lowest in th4 South.{3)
Maitland and Fisher have shown that there is a wide regional
difference in the cash wage of farm workers (not all of whom
are necessarily migrants). In some areas, like Texas and Flor-
ida, the supply of labor is the most important reason for this
variation. In other areas like Maine and the Lake Ontario re-
gion of New York State, the 'demand for labor is the Ira im-
portant explanatory variable. In other areas, like Washington
and part of Oregon, neither demand nor supply variables are :of
crucial importance. (4) 'Other factors which might cause migrant
earnings to vary across the nation are the crops harvested, the
state minimum wagefor migrants, and the extent to which farm
workers are imported. This latter factor is important, since
aside from the federal and state minimum wage laws, there is a.
minimum-which growers must pay domestie migrants if they in-
tend to import foreign workers. This minimum varies from
state-to state.(5) These factors give rise to the possibility of
serious error if migrant earnings are generalized from one re-
gion to another.

This study is limited to migrants who work on cherry and
apple farms and who work directly for a grower rather than a
contractor or crew leader. It is not recommended that the find-
ings be generalized to migrants working on small farms or
farms specializing in other types of crops, or to farms in other
regions.

Comparability of Farm and Nonfarm Earnings
Farni and 'nonfarm earnings are not strictly comparable.

Unlike the nonfarm sector, growers frequently provide housing
to migrants at no rental fee or at a nominal fee. A judgment
must be made regarding the money value of this housing. ow
much is this housing worth to the migrant? How should we
compute its value to them? Should a method which reflects a
fair rate of return to investment in migrant housing be chosen,
over one which reflects the amount migrants are willing and
able to pay for similar housing on the open market? Are such
houses available in the open market? Should it be assumed
that the value cif such housing was discounted by growers in
the determination f their wage offer? These are not easy ques-

e

3. "The Migratory Farm Worker." Monthly Labor Review,
June 1968, pp. 10112.
Sheridaw.T: Maitland, and Dorothy Fisher. Area Variations
in the the United LSteLtel
(U: S. Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin., No
1177, March 19.

a. Phyllis
*

is Groom. "Today's Farm Jobi. and Farraworkers,"
Monthly Labor Review April 1967, p. 2.
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dons to answer. Yet. s9me judgment is necessary if a empre-
hensive picture of migrant earnings is to be drawn.

Unlike the nonfar sector, grdwers frequently make or un-
derwrite loans to migrants at -no direct charge. TheSe loans are
most frequently made to cover transportation cost from the
South to the North or to cover grocery bills. The cost and risk
associated with the loans for grocery and similar type, expendi-
tures should be considered part of thee earnings of migrants.
Expenditures for transportation to and from the South is a cost
for the transfer of labor; i.e. a travel rather than a-,Commuting
expense and should, as in the nonfarin sector, be met by the em-
ployer. (6) In the farm sector, this cost is paid by the mi-
grant (often through a loan from the grower). The failure to
deduct this cost when measuring d interpreting the earnings
of migrants will lead to an over stimation of their real earn-
ings.

Earnings in the farm and. nonfarm sectors differ in; another,
way. Earnings in the farm Sector are not buttressed by fringe
benefits which are typical in the nonfarm sector. A migrant
earns only when hb works. If he is sick or if it rains, his pro-
ductivity and number of hours worked might fall, and so might
his earnings. Migrants have no unemployment insurance, or
sick leave. Although there was a national minimum wage of
$1.15 in 1968 which rises to $1.30 in 1969, this minimum is fre-
quently of limited relevance since most migrants on fruit and
vegetable farms are paid on a piece-rate basis for most of their
work.. Thus, when comparing the earnings of migrants with
those of nonfarm workers, it is important to remember the high,
unprotected risk associated with migrant earnings.

Owing to the difficulties associated with estimating imputed
income, this study deals only with cash or money income. This
plus the untirotected risk of, migrant employment should be
kept in mind especially when migrant earnings are compared
with those of nonagricultural workers.

Onanm2ry

This chapter has discussed major pitfalls in the measure-
ment and interpretation of migrant workers. It has attempted
to show that: seasonal as well as other fluctuations in migrant
earnings mean wat no single week or two may be taken as ty-
pical; joint reporting h.lies it difficult to distinguish the con-
tribution of an.individbal from trait of a family; the payroll re-
cord of a single grower might net give the totol earnings of a
migrant; gross`' earnings are frequently well above net earnings;
the method and rate of pay vary'by crop, chore, and unit of

6. It has been estimated that a third of all migrants travel 400
or more miles from home to farm and one fifth travel a
thousand or more miles. "The Migratory Farm. Worker,"
Op. Cit., pp. 10-12.
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mealurement of work; akp bonus system distorts weekly earn-
ingsithp earningg; of migrant workers are not strictly compass-
ble Over4time, region, or with nonfarm earnings.

iThe study atikmpts to avoid these pitfalls: (1) by analy-
zing earnings over a seventeen-week period; (2) by concentrat-
ing on migrants who are not involved in joint reporting, or
mbltiple employment; (3) by dealing with gross rather than
net. earnings; and (4) by allocating the "bonus" over the rele-
vaht Weeks. The reader is reminded that no attempt is being
made to generalize the findings; over, time or region, or to as-

sume that farm and nonfarm earnings are strictly

comparable. .

The findings of this study appdar Ohapter III.

0

CHAPTER III

THE WEEKLY, HOURLY AND TOTAL EARNINGS
OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS

IN WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK 1968

This chapter presents estimates of migrant earnings in
Wayne County in 1968. Weekly, hourly and total earnings for
the harvest are shown. Comparisons are made with state and

efederal minimum requirempnts and with earnings of laborers in
Florida. Two questions which will be of concern are: How
much money income would a person sacrifice should he work as
a migrant in Wayne when he could have worked as a laborer in
Florida/ How much income does a migrant lose because of the
irregularity of his employment/

The discussion will refer to the eekly mediE laearnings oF

wages of migrants.Thiitieatis that 50-per cent of all migrants .
who-461--ked in a particular week earned less and 50 per. cent

, tr-earned more than the stated amount. The number of migrants
reporting earnings .varies from week to week because employ-
ment varies. (1) The date corresponding to each week, of the
harvest is shown in Table 2 which also shows the number of mi-
grants reporting earnings for that week. .

1. The total number 'of weeks worked by some migrnumber is

shown in able 3.
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TAELE 2

KEY TO WEEKS AND SAMPLE SIZE -

Week Date . Number of Workers in Sample
Number

1 July 7 - 1$ 58
2 . 14 -.20 76
3 , 21 - 27; . 78
4 28 - Aug. 3 \ 66
5 Aug. 4 - 10 \ . 65
6 11 - 17 60
7 18 - 24 57
8 25 - 31 57
9 Sept. 1 - 7 A I 47 4.

10 8 - 14 57
11 15 - 21 4 74
12 22 - 28 85-

13 29t-t-Oct, 5 87
14 Oct. 6 - 12 89'

15 13 - 19 -87
16 20 - 26 83
11 27 - Nov. 1 48

O

Sample size varies because the number of workers "reporting
some4arning(i each week varies.

Weakly ig/2 XI 1 i gl

The earnings for each week of the harvest in Wayne is.
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that earnings often vary
widely. Starting from $40 in the first week, it rises to $86 by
the fourth, falls to $38 by the ninth, and-rises to $123 by the
seventeenth and final week. This see-saw effect is reflective of
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the weekly variation in employment and differences in crop
picked. In the first four weeks or so, cherries are harvested;
and, ,increasingly this is done by machine. From the fifth to
about the tenth week, there is little -harvesting except for some
prunes, pears, and 'peaches. Many workers do hourly work, and
there is significant drop in employment due to the fall in the
demand for labor. From the tenth to the seventeenth week,
apples (which are the major hand-picked crop) are harvested.
Employment and earnings_ during this period are highest( The
peak occurs around the final week because of the rush to eom-
plete harvesting before the migrants return to Flortek

Hourly Wages

As was stated earlier in Chapter II, migrants are paid on a
piece-rate basis for picking and on. a hourly basis for other
chores. Since most of these nonpicking chores are performed
from the fifth through the tenth week, an hourly rate is paid
during these weeks. It was found that on the average, this rate
was $1.50 an hour. A piece-rate applies from the first through
the fourth week and frdn the eleventh through the seventeenth
week. To convert the piece-rate pay to hourly terms, the earn-
ings for each week are divided by 50. This SO, as stated in
Chapter II. represents the number of hours which the typical

17
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inigrant;works during the apple and cherry hirvests. Figure 6
shows the. results. It indicates that hourly wages vary froma
low of 80e. in the first important week of:the. season to $2.45'in
the seventeenth and final week. The mean of these hourly earn-
ings over the seventeen-week period is $1.62.(21)

!Istria E

moult iv, RAM Of MIGRATORY 1414211431114Y1141331111TY, PM TIROL mr
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111.1111111111171
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Ws" with the
Federal r9 ri ma Wage for 140,,,,gtore

The federal minimum wage for agriculture is $1.15 an hour.
This minimum applies to farms which used "500 or more man-
days of labor in.. any quarter of the preceding calendar year.
There are no special overtime rates. 9

2. This is computed by summing the hourly earnings fOr each
week and dividing by seventeen.
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Figure 7 shoWs 'how migrants' hourly wages compare with
the federal minimpna.-wage for each of the seventeen weeks in
Wayne. The federal minimum wage is shown as,a straight line.
It is-seen that the hourly wages of migrants are aboVe the fed-
eral minimum except for the first three weeks when emigrants
earn 80e, 85e, and 95e per hour, respectively. 'At The lowest
point, migrante earn ',;35e per hour less than the federal mini-
Mum. For most weeks vin the harvest., however;"migrant wages
are more than the federtil minimum and this difference reaches
its peak in the seventeenth and final week when the federal
minimum is exceeded by $1.31. Over the seventeen-week sear
son, the mean weekly wage of migrants ($1.62) is 47c ptir hour
more than the 4.ederal minimum.

A Ocmparicon of llourly Wage; with the
State Propossa Ilattinnum Wage for Agriculture

New York Stitt' does not have a minimum ,wage law gov-
erning agriculture: A bill for $1.40 per hour, was introduced by
the Governor. in 1968 and was defeated. A similar bill has re-
cently been introduced by him, proposing's $1.40-hourly rate ef-
fective October 1, 1969, which would rate to $1.50 as of Febru-
ary ,I, 1971. °The law would affect farms with an annual payroll
of $1200 or more. (Editors Note: The bill was passed by the
Legislature on April 25, 1969.)
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Figure 8 shows how the 1968 hourly/wages of migrants

would compare with the $1.40 minimum---zassuming that it was
in effect in 1968. The proposed state minimum is shown by ti
straight line. 44It is seen that with the exception of the first
three weeks of the harvest, the average migrant earns more
than the proposed state minimum. 'From 60c below the propos-
ed minimum in the first week, by the final week migrant wages
rise to $1.05 above the minimum. Over the season, the mean
weekly wage of migrants ($1.62) exceeds the proposed state
minimum, by 22c per hour.

A Compsrison of Hourly Wages in Wayne
with Probable Wages in Florida

When workers leave their home state of Florida to work.in
Wayne, this might well involve a sacrifice in money earnings.
That is to say, tuese 'workers could possibly have. gotten more
money in Florida than they got in Wayne. How much does a
migrant sacrifice? This question is a -'idle difficult to answer
because it requires the assumption that if a migrant had remain-
ed in Florida, he would have had a job at the prevailing rAte.

Interviews of migrants indicate that for the great majority
of ,them, this aisumption is dubious. Most migrants do not
leave job's to come to Wayne. Most are employed in Florida
only during the citrus fruit harvest which begins after they
leave Wayne. In short, it appeara that most migrants would be
unemployed should they choose to remain in, Florida during the

20



seventeen weeks of the Wayne harvest. Moreover, if wages in
the occupations in which migrants could be employed in Florida
change with the demand and supply of workers, competition
among many migrants for employment could cause the prevail-

. ing wages in these occupations to be lower.
All this does not mean that an individual migrant could not

be employed in his home state of Florida at the prevailing rate;
- for he could. 'All that is being cautioned is that what may be a

valid assumption for an.individual is not necessarily valid for a
group. Since it may be assumed that an individual migrant
could be employed in Florida at the prevailing rate, the next
step is to select the occupation in which he could be employed.
In this study it is assumed that at best the migrant who remains
in Florida would be employed as a laborer since most migrants
have low industrial skills.

The hourly wages as a migrant in Wayne are represented
by the fluctuating line in Figure 9 while the prevailing wage

SUS WE

I
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for nonagricultural laborers in Florida ($2.07) is represented by
the straight line. (3) It is Seen that with the exception of the
thirteenth, fifteenth and seventeenth weeks of the season; the
worker would earn less per hour worked in Wayne than he
3. August 1968 wage estimates for the Florida area appear in

to ijea Wage Survey prepared by the U. S. Bureau of La-
bor Statistics of the U. S. Department of Labor.
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could in Florida. At one extreme. the first week, he is t1.27
below his probable Florida earnings; at the other. the final
week, he is 39c -above. The general conclusion to be drawn is
that the migrant who could work in Florida but who chooses to
work in Wayne might be sacrificing an average of 45c an hour
for each hour he works.

Total Earnings for tlie.Harvest

The previous section was concerned with the weekly and
hourly earnings of migrant woriters. It was seen that these
vary from week to week, that the hourly rates, are generally
above the federal minimum for agriculture, about even with the
proposed state minimum for agriculture, but below Florida's
prevailing wage for laborers. This section will deal with the
total earnings of migrants for the harvest.

It will be recalled that migrant employment might be very
irregular due to the inadequate demand for their services dur-
ing certain periods of the harvest or due to their decision not to
work. This irregularity might mean the loss of several hours,
days or weeks of employment. (4) Moreover, some migrants
may work very long hours during several weeks of the harvest.
All these effects are reflected in the total earnings to be pre-
sented in this section. These} effects obscure any simple rela-
tionship with the hourly or weekly earnings presented in the
last sections. For example; the mean hourly wage over the har-
vest as estimated in this study is $1.62. This is important in-
formation in itself. However, it does notTive any indication of
a migrant's total earnings for the harveat. His total earnings
will vary with the number of hours, days and weeks he works._
Accordingly, the total earnings to be shown in this section re-
nect to a significant degree the irregularity*of employmentthe
total nuinbc..r of hours, days, and weeks a migrant may not work
for one reason or the other.

The total earnings to ge shown\re those of migrants who
worked at least the first two and last two weeks of the harvest
and at least a total of twelve weeks. These migrants can (he as-
sumed to have been in- Wayne for the entire harvest. To Con-.
centrate only on migrants who worked each of the seventeen
weeks would be very misleading since it would suggest that
adequate employment.is al*ays available. In at least five
weeks of the harvest, as suggested earlier, this is not trne.

4. The inefficient organization tot work and use of migrants are
an additional reason for the loss of time by migrants,
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Table 3 shows the total earnings of the migrants who meet
the condition's set above. It is seen that the total earnings at
the end of the 1968 harvest in Wayne range from just under
$500 to just over $1800. The median (average) earnings is
$1122.

TABLE 3
-

THE NUMBER OF WEEKS WORKED AND THE hx...NKING
'OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS BY SIZE

OF TOTAL EARNINGS FOR THE
HARVEST IN WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK: 1988

Rank Earnings, Number
(dollars) of Weeks

Rank Earnings
(dollars)

Number
of Weeks

1 498. 12. 22 1149 12.
2 581 13' 23 1158 16
3 627 16 24. 1214 14,

°'' 4
g

5 1

635
639

13
15

25
26

1265
1284 w

16
13

6 . 678 15 27 1328 17
7 682 , 15 28 1375. 17
8 689 14 '29 1454 '17

. 9' 723 16 30 1464 17
10 730 16 31 1478 17
11 804 16 32 1554 15
12 839 16 33 1617 17

13. 896 13 34 1643 13
14 930 13 35 1662 17
15 1066 13 86 1670 15
16 1068 13 37 1681 16.
17 1073 15 38 1687 17
18 1082 12 39 1738 17
19 1086 16 40 1751 17
20 1118 12 41 1814 13

i3 21 1122 17

All the workers whose earnings are listed are considered to
be in Wayne for the entire harvest. Variations in number
of weeks worked are attributed to' the irregularity of em-
ployment. See text.
Mediain (average) total earningS for the harvest.
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A Comparison of the Total Earnings of
Farm Workers *ith Those of Workers with

Regular Employment

This section focuses on the underlying effects of the irregu-
larity of migrant employment. Comparisons will be made be-
tween a migrant worker and a person working a regular forty-
hour week over the seventeen-week period It will be assumed,
alternatively, that such a person's hourly earnings are $1.15
the federal agricultural minimum) ; $1.40 (the. proposed state

agricultural minimum); $2.07 (the prevailing wage for Florida
laborers' and $1.62 (the mean- hourly rate for migrants- in
Wayne as estimated in this study). Hovi do the total earnings
of migrants Compare with the total earnings of these workers?
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Chart .2 indicates that 23 per cent of the migrants earn less
than a worker with steady employment at the federal agricul-
tural minimum; 3.3, per cent earn less than 'someone who has a
regular job at the proposed state agricultural minimum; 44 per
ceht earn less than a worker with a steady job at the mean
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hourly rate paid migrants in Wayne; and .65 per cent earn less
than the laborer with steady employment in Florida:

The cost to theaverage migrant resulting from the irregu-
larity of his employnient in Wayne is estimated to be about
$370. (3) The total money sacrifice the average migmnt might
make should he come to Wayne rather than work inliFlorida as
a laborer at the prevailing rate is estimated to be at least
$410(4)

3. This estimate is derived by 'subtracting $730 (the median
earnings of those below $1102 from $1102 which is the
amount a person with steady employment would earn at the
mean migrant rate of $1.62 per hour).
This estimate is derived by subtracting $998 (the median
earnings of those below $1408 from $1408 which is the
amount a.person with steady employment would earn at the
prevailing, rate for laborers in Florida).
The actual cost to a migrant might be much higher even if
he gets free housing from growers because the migrant still
has-to pay transportation cost and frequently sends money
home to pay rental on is apartment there so as to secure it
for his return.



CHAPTER IV

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

ON THE INCOME. OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS

This study deals with a -limited facet of migrant earnings.
There are several other facets which should be investigated if a
full appreciation of the earnings of these workers is to be got-
ten. This chapter will suggest five deserving areas of research.
It is hoped that these proposed studies will be conducted not
primarily to satisfy curiosity, but to render a service to all.

The Adequacy of Income

Presuina.bly, a study of the )earnings of migratory farm la-
bor recognizes that a man's income is probably the most impor-
tant determinant of his ability to meet the present and future
needs of his family. Simply looking at the size of his income
alone, however, offers no indication of how adequately a man
might be able to satisfy these needs. The adequacy of his in-
come depends upon such considerations as the size, age, and sex
composition of his family. Clearly, a man with twelve children
requires more income than a man with one. A man with school-
age dependents reqbires more than a man whose children are
not yet in school.

The adequacy of income also relates to the price-level in the
area where one lives. The cost of living varies from region to
region in the United States. This concern with adequacy re-
quires a comparison with some benchmark (Entch.as the poverty
line) which will show how the actual earnings of a migrant
compare with, What he needs to meet the minimum requirements
of his family in the area where they live. No such comparison
could be made in this study since it did not deal with the an-
nual income of migrants.

The Ability to Pay Ewe
It is frequently said that migrant workers are exploited.

To economists, this implies that they are paid less than their
contribution to the, increase in society's 'well-beingthe abun-
dance of food. One aspen of migrant income which deserves
serious consideration, is the extent to which exploitation does
occur. To what extent is the migrant paid less than his contri-
bution to our enjoyment of an abundance of food? To at
extent does this difference, if any, appear in the prottts of grow-
ers, processors, retailers? What is the capacity of these groups
to pay more? Do migrant workers subsidize our food consump-
tion? Answers to these qnestions will permit the establishment
of an appropriate relationship between what a migrant earns
and what,he contributes to the society's well-being. This is one
way to determine a "fair" wage for migrants.
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The Reduction of Irregularity of Employment

This study has provided evidence that the irregularity of
migrant employment is a major reason for their relatively low
total earnings over the harvest. Moreover, it is during, the
slack periods that migrants are most vulnerable to exploitation;
i.e., since employmentuis scarce, unreasonably low wages may be
offered. Accordingly, it would be meaningful if a study could
be conducted to provide an evaluation of alternative *ways of
reducing the irregularity of employment of migrants. Such an
investigation should look into the entire conditions of migrant
employment including the providing of unemployment insurance
and guaraqeed employment at adequate wages.

The Dotorminants of Mania la

One of the findings of this study is that migrant workers
differ, widely in their earnings even though they are picking the
same _crop at roughly the same late. Through somewhat more
sophisiicated statistical techniques than those used in this
study, it would be worthwhile to uncover the explanation for
these disparities. A number of possible explanatory factors
may be investigated. The productivity of migrants and the fac-
tors which influence it should bet of central interests, since mi-
grants are frequently paid on a piece-rate basis. Among the
factors which influence a migrant's productivity might be his
age, his experience, and his satisfaction with working and liv-
ing conditions. If the rote of these factors in determining the
earnings of a migrant is understood, it might be possible to in-
crease his, income through them.

The Fame/ as a Productive Unit

Migrant families- are frequently composed of many chil-
dren. Growers often prefer to employ a male migrant who
brings his family along because this reduces his chances of leav-
ing before the harvest is completed and supposedly increases his
work efforts. On the other hand, a man who brings his family
frequently poses a problem to growers, because children use the
living space which could go to more protluctive workers. Some
migrants may choose to bring along their Ehildren under the as-
sumption that they contribute to family earnings. There have
been reports of Dchildren foregoing educational opportunities in
order to work with their parents. Further, in some circles it is
believed that migrant parents have large families under the as-
sumption that the greater the number, the greater the earning
power. 'Two important questions for future study are: How
much does an additional child contribute to the total earnings
of a migrant household? Are the additioz;3 to family inc,,ome at-
tributed to these children worth the,sacrifice?



APPENDIX

TABLE 1

EARNINGS OF MIGRATORY. FARM WORKERS IN

WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK, JULY 7 TO AUGUST.3, 1968

Earnings

(dollars)

Week of:
July 7 - 13 .14 - 20 21 - 27 28 - Aug.

Number

1- 9 9 4. 4 0
10 -. 19 2. _14 9 1

20- 29 9 12 6 1
30.- .39. 9 . 7 7 0 .
40- 49 7 7 13 2
50 - 59 5 2. 12 8
60 - 69 4 8 14 10
70 - 71 7 10 4 5
80- 89 2 2 3 14
90- 99 2 3 3 5

100 - 109 1 1 1 1 3
110.- 119 0 5 1 6
120 - 129 0 1 0 0 5
130 - 139 0 0 0 3
140 - 149 0 0 o 1

150 - 15a 0 O. 0 2

160 - 169 0 . 0 0 1
170 179 - 0 1 1 1
180 - 189 0 0 0 0
190 - 199 0 0 o o

200 - 239 ,. o 0 0

210- 0 0 0 0

Total 58 76 78 68

Median
(dollars') 40 41 49 85

° Rounded to nearest dollar.

28,
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TABLE 2

EARNINGS OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS 124

WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK, AUGUST 4 TO 31, 1968

_,- Earnings.

(dollars)

Week of
i

- 17 18 24Artg. 4 - 10 n -

-,

25 - 31

Number.
o .

1 - 9 5 0 1' 1

10- 19 12 1 4 0

20 - 29 9 2 6 5

'- 30 - 39 3 7 12 . ,,,, 8

40 - 49 0 11 15 7

'50 - 59 3 15 10 15

60- 69 4. 3 2 4
70 - 79 7 N

1. 3 9

80 - 89 9 10 0 6

90 - 99 ' 2 4 2 0

100 - 109 3 2 0 1

110 - 119 .1 1 '2 1

120 - 129 5 1 . 0 0

130 - 139 0 1 0 0

140 - 149 0 1 \ 0 .0 .
150- 159 1 0 0 0

160 - 169 1 0 0 0

170 - 179 0 . 0 __OL_____ 0

180 - 189 Q ___.-/

0
0
0

0
0 1 0. ,

_ -
. 190 - 199
200 - 209 0 0 0 0 .

210- 0 . o 0 0

Total ' 65 60. 57 57 ,

.
Median
(dollars)

,

101 '56 44 55

Rounded to trearest dollar.

()();:36
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TABLE 3

EARNINGS OF MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS IN
WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK.

SEPTEMBER 1 TO OCTOBER, 5, 1968

Earnings

(dollars)

Week of:
Sept. 1 - 7 8 -14 15 - 21 -22 -28 29 - Oct

Number

1 - 9 11 11 0 0 0
10- 19 1 2 6 4 2
20 - 29 3 .,, 4 2 3 1

30.39. 9 7 4 3 1

40 - 49 0 6 5 6 3
50 - 59 7' 8 5 5 9
60 - 69 4 11 9 2 5
70 - 79 9 5 6 6 7
80- 89 .10 0 2 6 7. 7
90 - 99 0 0 5 41 6 2

100 - 109 2 1 7 7 15
110 - 119 1 0 5 3 9
120 - 129 0 0 5 8 4
130 - 139 0 0 4 7 7
140 - 149 0 0 1 5 2
150 - 159 0 0 0 3 2,
160 - 169 0 0 2 , 2 3
170 - 179 0

.
0 0 1 1

,180 - 189 0 0 1 3 1 ,.

190 - 199 0 \ 0 1 2 2
200 ; 209 0 0 0 0 2
210- 0, 0 0 2 2

Total 47 57 74 85 87

Median
(dollars) 39 48 79 100 104.

Rounded to nearest dollar.

30
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TABLE 4

EARNINGS OF MIG A TORY FARM WORKERS IN
WAYNE UNTY, NEW YORK,

OCTOBER 6 TO NOVEMBER 1, 1968

Earnings

(dollars)

Wvik of:
Oct. 6 12 13 - 19 20 - 26

.

27 - Nov. 1

Number
.-----.,

1- 9 0 0 0 0
10 - 19 3 0 2 1

20 - 29 4 8 8 0
30 - 39 2 0 5 0
40 - 49 6 1 6 U

0
. 50 - 59 2 7 1

60 - 69
, : 6 8 4

70 - 79 7 3 7 2
86 - 89 9 9 2 2

ti

90 - 99
100 - 109

9
'9

8
5

5
13

5

5
110 - 119 2 7 5 3
120 - 129 6 8 4 3
130 - 139 8 2 7 4
140 - 149 4 7 1 4 .

150 - 159 5 5 1 5
160 - 169 2 4+ 1 1
170 - 179 2 3 3 4\
180 - 189 1 2 2 3
190 - 199 1 2 0 0
200 209 0 1 0 1

210 -

Total Sg 87 83 48

Median
(dollars) 89 119 93 123

Rounded to nearest dollar.
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4 TABLE 5

AVERAGE HOUlt,I.Y RATE
AND NUMBER. OF HOURS .WORKED BY

MIGRATORY FARM WORKERS
IN WAYNE COUNTY, NEW YORK, 1968:

BY WEEK

Week .

Number ,

Date Average
Hourly
Rate

Average
Numberoours
Worked

1 July 7 - 13 . $0.80 50
2 14 - 20 , 0.82 50
3 21 - 27 0.98 50
4 , 28 - Aug. 3 4 r.70 50
5 . Aug. 4 - 10 a1.50 41
6 11 - 17 1.50 '' 37
7. 18 -.24 1.50 29
8 . 25 - 31 1.50 37t
9 Sept. 1 - 7

i
1.50 26

10 8 -14 1.50 32
11 15 - 21 1.50 / .53
12 . 22 - 28 2.00 '50
13 29 - Oct. 5 2.08 50
14 Oct. 6 - 12 1.98 50
15 13 - 19 2.38 50
16 20 - 26 1.86 50
17 27 - Nov. 1 2.46 50

It is assumed that the average worker
during the first through the lourth a
seventeenth week of the,harve&ti :Id that the average hourly
rate during fifth through.the eleventh weeks is $1.50.

rked 50 hours a week
e twelfth through the

32
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